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About FRC: 

FRC is a research organization based in Islamabad, is a non partisan and non-political in its core 

nature and is working in its full zeal for highlighting the facts and problems of the conflict ridden 

area; the Federally Administrated Tribal Areas of Pakistan. The purpose of FRC is to help the 

concerned stake holders better understand this chaotic area of Pakistan with independent research 

and analysis. We discuss and disseminate ideas related to FATA and provide a forum for 

technocrats, policy makers, researchers and members of civil society – within and outside of 

Pakistan – to suggest solutions and develop road-maps for the development of FATA.  

FRC has an access to firsthand information from the field researchers. It‟s the first ever think-

tank of its kind that focuses on FATA in its entirety, by employing professionals and researchers 

having the greater proximity with FATA. FRC researchers and field officers specified for each 

sister agency of FATA, closely follow and analyze events and developments taking place in and 

around FATA. 

FRC encourages its researchers to think, write and speak in order to encourage all segments of 

the Pakistani society including intelligentsia, academia and the government to join their strengths 

for a peaceful, tolerant, progressive and integrated FATA.  
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About FRC Publications: 

FRC is working on multiple projects at a time that go on around the year with the aim of transforming the 

information extracted through these projects into a proper publication. FRC main publications are as 

follows. 

Research Studies: Previous research studies that were undertaken by FRC were “An Overview of Social, 

Political, Cultural, and Economic Landscape of FATA”, “Post US/NATO Withdrawal Scenario in 

Afghanistan: Impacts on Peace and Development in FATA” and the upcoming important research studies 

are Impact of Terrorism on Culture of FATA and Issues and Challenges: IDP‟s of FATA.  

Guest Lecturers Report: Regular guest lectures are delivered by experts who not only share valuable 

information but enrich participants with latest updates on political, social, economic, cultural and other 

aspects of the issue in question. 

Tigah Journal: This journal takes an account, broadly, of the socio-economic, educational, technological 

and cultural damages inflicted on the people of this once peaceful area and seek ways and means; how to 

settle this long standing issue to give people a chance to live with dignity and honor.  Tigah is published 

by-annually with research papers on wide range of important topics. 

Seminar Report: FRC Quarterly Security Report reviews trends in conflict such as the number of 

terrorist attacks, type of attacks, tactics used for militancy and the resulting casualties. FRC publishes a 

comprehensive Quarterly Security Report four times a year. Along with the comprehensive quarter 

security report it also updates the monthly, weekly and daily security reports of FATA on its website. 

Internship Report: FRC invites young applicants, especially students and fresh graduates from FATA to 

join its summer internship program run every year in July-September  

FRC Website: FRC website (www.frc.com.pk) contains a rich source of information for visitors. Daily 

and weekly security updates, articles, commentaries and all FRC publications are available for download. 

 

 

http://www.frc.com.pk/
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Peace Prospects in FATA in Post-Hakimullah Scenario  

Introduction of the Topic 

Today, the biggest problem of Pakistan is terrorism which has shaken its foundations and has 

made it, the most turbulent piece of land on earth. Terrorism has negatively affected our 

economic, political and social setup. It has not just affected the bigger machinery of the country 

but also affected each and every individual on some level. Most importantly it has terrorized the 

masses psychologically and has also led to social deprivation.  

The recent government when came into power in May 2013, decided to hold an All Parties 

Conference to tackle this problem by national consensus, as militancy and terrorism was the one 

main point of its core manifesto. Therefore, an APC was called on September 2013 in which all 

the influential leaders of the government and opposition were called to revise the stance on US 

drones. It was most importantly an initiative for holding the peace talks with Taliban as an 

effective policy option for Pakistan. 

As all these developments were taking place and all the ruling political parties and the federal 

government were determined to negotiate with Taliban, a drone strike occurred and killed the 

leader of biggest Pakistani Taliban group, Hakimullah Mehsud. He was considered the biggest 

enemy of Pakistan but as the talks were to begin with the Taliban and Hakimullah had to play a 

main role, his sudden death perplexed the whole Pakistani nation and political leadership. After 

his death the new leader chosen by the Shura was Mullah Fazalullah having a more cruel 

background as he used to slaughter army men on Green Chowk in Swat. 

Pakistan is in disarray after this unexpected incident took place and also because nothing 

concrete has been so far decided by the political leadership. Nawaz Sharif raised the drone issue 

in UN and also paid a special visit to President Obama on 24
th

 of October and raised the drone 

issue. When he returned from US, the drone strike took place. This was perceived as an attack on 

the sovereignty of Pakistan and also „droning peace of Pakistan.‟
1
The PMLN government is seen 

to be steadfast on the decision taken in the APC resolution but the KP government is expressing 

a deep concern and has decided to block the NATO supplies passing through their territory.  

All thiswill impact the future political situation of the country and also will affect the peace 

process. The guests invited by FRC, to speak on this issue are the experienced journalists of 

FATA. They expressed their opinion on the current situation and the probable outcome of it in 

                                                           
1
http://www.nation.com.pk/pakistan-news-newspaper-daily-english-online/national/03-Nov-2013/us-drone-

murdered-peace-plan 

http://www.nation.com.pk/pakistan-news-newspaper-daily-english-online/national/03-Nov-2013/us-drone-murdered-peace-plan
http://www.nation.com.pk/pakistan-news-newspaper-daily-english-online/national/03-Nov-2013/us-drone-murdered-peace-plan
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the coming days. Their opinion gave FRC a greater insight to device the guest lecture report with 

an in-depth analysis to present a most probable clear picture that will arrive in the days to come. 

Introduction of the Event  

FRC holds a guest lecture series every month and invites prominent international and national 

political analysts, thinkers, journalists and scholars to deliver a lecture and convey their expert 

opinion about a particular topic that has relevance in the contemporary scenario related to FATA. 

As the new month (November)of year 2013 began and we see that peace talks with Pakistani 

Taliban were also going on then suddenly, at the night of the 1
st
 November, it was reported that 

the most ruthless and known anti-Pakistan Taliban leader “Hakimullah” was killed in the US 

drone strike. His death turned the situation of Pakistan more chaotic as the timing of his killing 

was wrong that was also acknowledged by Afghan Presidency Hamid Karzai.
2
 No doubt that 

Hakimullah was responsible for thousand and hundreds of deaths that happened in Pakistan but it 

was also known to the world and US that Pakistan‟s incumbent federal and provincial 

governments held an APC and unanimously passed a resolution to appeal UN and US to stop 

drone strikes and also decided to start negotiations with the Taliban. Everyday some 

developments were seen and in that prevalent scenario Hakimullah was killed who had to head 

the peace talks from the side of Taliban. Later more confusion also erupted, when the political 

leaders gave their different statements on “martyr” and confused the Pakistani public on multiple 

levels. 

It was an opportunity for FRC to have a meeting with Salaib Mehsud who is a renowned 

journalist by profession and has his expertise on FATA. He has met Hakimullah a number of 

times and has observed him closely in his journalistic research times. FRC availed this 

opportunity to have an insight from him on current scenario that is „Post Hakimullah death 

scenario‟. Safdar Dawar also expressed his opinion about the current situation.  

Introduction of the Report 

FATA Research Centre, as per its yearly agenda holds a series of guest lecture on the significant 

issues related to FATA with the collaboration of our partners The Royal Danish Embassy. The 

guest lecture series have a great significance because FRC has prudently schedules them every 

month and covers the most important issue of the month in time rather than waiting for them to 

be get rotten. This is the reason why FRC attracts the attention of the world wide viewers.   

                                                           
2
http://tribune.com.pk/story/626885/karzai-criticises-timing-of-ttp-leaders-killing/ 

http://tribune.com.pk/story/626885/karzai-criticises-timing-of-ttp-leaders-killing/
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Due to the prevalent mischief in Pakistan we have number of issues arising every now and then 

related to terrorism. The analysts having a sound knowledge on certain issues are invited to 

express their opinion and with the help of their views a research report is formulated which is 

more concisely called a guest lecture report. 

This guest lecture report is based on the guest lecture event that was held on November 11
th

 2013 

with the profound insight of our honorable guest speakers, Sailab Mehsud and Safdar Dawar, on 

the topic „Peace Prospects in FATA in Post-Hakimullah Scenario‟. 

This report mainly covers the history of terrorism under the leadership of Hakimullah and 

forthcoming violence that is probably going to occur under the new leadership of TTP i.e. 

Fazalullah. It will give greater understanding of the drawbacks about the army-civilian 

confrontation in the tribal areas that is never discussed openly as it is a sensitive issue and also 

provide solutions to deal with the issue. 

Contextual Background 

FATA was a peaceful region before the American invasion in Afghanistan in 2001. The peace 

was also disrupted when the holy war was instigated during Cold War for which the tribal people 

were mobilized with the introduction of Kalashnikov culture (AK-47, a particular model of 

Russian assault rifle) in FATA. In the post 9/11 scenario and with the US invasion in 

Afghanistan, as it applied its vehement tactics of war, the Taliban were forced to flee to FATA, 

considering it the most suitable and a safe hideout and thus this was the trigger point of 

insurgency in the tribal areas. The American war on terror unleashed many evils in the tribal 

areas of Pakistan, mainly FATA (along with KP) in the form of internally displaced person 

(IDP‟s), damage to the infrastructure and indigenous industry (e.g. marble factory, fruit business 

etc), massive deaths in collateral damage, drone strikes, psychological illness and sociological 

deprivation in children and adults etc. Not just FATA but, in a wide picture, terrorism has greatly 

jeopardized Pakistan‟s economy, its world image and identity and most importantly its social 

life.  

Though army is safeguarding Pakistans‟ territorial interests but on ground level we see that army 

is not perceived as a positive element by the local people of FATA and hatred is seen in people‟s 

heart for them. This is mainly because of the prolonged curfews imposed in their land and also 

by providing legal cover for continued violations by the „Armed Forces under the AACPR, and 

failing to extend the hands of justice to the Tribal Areas.‟
3
 

                                                           
3'The Hands of Cruelty’. England: Amnesty International, 2012. 
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Moreover the foundations of tribal culture and its values have been greatly shaken by the 

terrorism and army involvement in FATA. The beautiful and most secure culture of Pashtoon 

was a threat for all the internal and external elements that wanted to harm Pakistan. The policy of 

military intervention and giving US a support has proved to be a wrong step in long run. Now 

after a decade the culture of this area is seen to be tarnished and operated under the corrupt 

Maliks. A clear cut policy by Pakistani government and effort to revive the culture of this area 

will bring peace in the region because ‟prudence is required when dealing with conservative 

societies. A good start, however, can be made and we can build on it.‟
4
 

According to the Wiki leaks the Pakistani government and the US has secret agreement on the 

drones strikes.
5
 US adopted the policy of drone to destroy the target perfectly and to avoid 

collateral damage by the big bombs. Hakimullah was killed in a drone strike on November 1
st, 

2013. His death „in Drone attack is not a mystery but already many of his predecessors have 

been killed in Drones like, Naik Muhammad Wazir (killed in June 2004), Bait Ullah Mehsud 

(killed on August 5, 2009) and Waliur Rehman Mehsud killed on 29 May 2013.‟
6
 

The government officials have expressed their deep concern because APC resolution was passed 

on September 9
th

 2013 and government was making a framework to initiate peace talks with the 

Taliban. This was a sudden incident and according to Imran Khan, „the drone attack was a 

murder of peace process and US was responsible for it‟.
7
 

The PML(N) government also said that it was about to hold the peace talks but few sources have 

revealed that „in reality it never began nor was on track. Talban openly refused talks within the 

ambit of Constitution of Pakistan terming it as un-Islamic and Pak Government as slave of 

USA.‟
8
 On the other hand it is expected that the „killing of Mehsud would negatively affect the 

efforts by Islamabad for talks with the Pakistani Taliban, who would now be bent on revenge.‟
9
 

The other school of thought sees the APC and its resolution as an idealistic vision because the 

TTP old and current leadership „only believes in brutality and openly stated that they will not go 

for any kind of negotiation under constitution of Pakistan. They always created hindrance for 

those several individuals who really interested to say goodbye to terrorism and wanted to come 

down from the mountains.
10

Tariq Azim, a spokesman for Mr Sharif media persons said that „the 

                                                           
4
http://epaper.dawn.com/DetailImage.php?StoryImage=18_11_2013_006_012 

5
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-24649840 

6http://www.thefrontierpost.com/article/54684/ 
7http://pakistanthinktank.org/tag/peace-prospects-scuttled 
8http://www.thefrontierpost.com/articleprint/52785/ 
9http://tribune.com.pk/story/629120/afghans-split-over-impact-of-hakimullahs-death-on-peace/ 
10http://www.thefrontierpost.com/article/53663/ 

http://epaper.dawn.com/DetailImage.php?StoryImage=18_11_2013_006_012
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-24649840
http://www.thefrontierpost.com/article/54684/
http://pakistanthinktank.org/tag/peace-prospects-scuttled
http://www.thefrontierpost.com/articleprint/52785/
http://tribune.com.pk/story/629120/afghans-split-over-impact-of-hakimullahs-death-on-peace/
http://www.thefrontierpost.com/article/53663/
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government hoped the talks process would continue once the Taliban agreed upon a new leader. 

However he said: “This has put the talks in jeopardy, no doubt.‟
11

 

Further the killing of one of Pakistan's most wanted militant in a US drone strike has exposed 

centuries-old rivalries within the group as for the first time a non-Mehsud leadership has come 

on the surface in TTP and the patterns of insurgency are expected to be „ever more unpredictable 

and probably more violent.‟
12

This is due to the fact that under the new leadership of TTP that is, 

Fazlullah's we can re-look at the rule in Swat which has a brutal history, because the „Green 

Square in Mingora, the main town of Swat, became known as “Bloody Square” for the 

slaughtered, bullet-ridden bodies that were hung in it almost every day.‟
13

 The new leader of 

TTP Fazlullah is believed to be aged 39 and he joined his father-in-law's Tehrik Nifaz-i-Shariat-

i-Muhammadi (TNSM), or Movement for the Enforcement of the Sharia of Muhammad (pbuh).       

Conceptual Framework 

 Ameership of Taliban 

The concept of Ameer-ship exist in Islam. Ameer is a noble and an authoritative figure but this 

concept is manipulated and misused by the terrorists and they use this name for their leader who 

commands them in the suicide attacks. 

 Taliban or a Daisht-gard 

The word „Talib‟ is a beautiful Arabic word which means a student or a seeker of knowledge but 

this concept is also manipulated and misused by the terrorists who are not Taliban from the core. 

They call themselves the Taliban but the more appropriate word for them is a daisht-

gard(Terrorist) as no religion in the world (especially Islam) allows unjust terrorism of any form. 

 Taliban leader only operate in areas where they have full knowledge and links 

The war can only be successful if the contestant has an understanding of area and well 

established links. Taliban seem to operate and spread violence in the area they are well aware 

off. Therefore, it is feared that Fazalullah will extend the terrorist activities in his leadership to 

the settled areas. 

 

 

                                                           
11

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/pakistan-accuses-us-of-murdering-hopes-of-peace-following-death-of-taliban-

leader-hakimullah-mehsud-in-drone-strike-8918433.html 
12http://dawn.com/news/1056330/hakeemullahs-death-plunges-ttp-into-dangerous-disarray 
13http://dawn.com/news/1054801/ttps-ruthless-new-commander-fazlullah 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/pakistan-accuses-us-of-murdering-hopes-of-peace-following-death-of-taliban-leader-hakimullah-mehsud-in-drone-strike-8918433.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/pakistan-accuses-us-of-murdering-hopes-of-peace-following-death-of-taliban-leader-hakimullah-mehsud-in-drone-strike-8918433.html
http://dawn.com/news/1056330/hakeemullahs-death-plunges-ttp-into-dangerous-disarray
http://dawn.com/news/1054801/ttps-ruthless-new-commander-fazlullah
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 Military operation is directly proportional to hype in terrorism. 

Military operation is only successful in short term as it is observed that with the engagement of 

Pakistani army in tribal areas, the phenomenon of terrorism has increased manifold rather 

decreasing. 

 APC can only be successful in idealistic situation. 

APC can only take place in idealistic circumstances, when there is all good and no evil exists 

which is impossible. Therefore, the success of APC is impossible as government would never 

compromise on its sacred constitution and the Taliban would never surrender. 

 Pakistan government as main actor 

Pakistani government and army have a full ability to control its land on every level. The only 

thing required for it is the commitment and loyalty to the country and seriousness towards its 

serious matters. 

Profiles of guest lecturers 

Sailab Mahsud 

Sailab Mehsud is a known journalist with his expertise in FATA. Sailab Mehsud is also a 

scholar from South Waziristan. He was the President of Tribal Union of Journalist for 

many times. Tribal Union of Journalists FATA (TUJ) is a representative body of the Tribal 

journalists from all Seven Tribal Agencies and its adjacent Six Frontier Regions (FRs). 

Establishment of TUJ under the leadership of veteran journalists Sailab Mehsud was formally 

announced on 15th June 1987.He is considered to be a pioneer of journalism in FATA. He 

was told that he should stop doing journalism but he had a spirit to find the truth. Before 

1987, Sailab Mehsud, was arrested by the political administration about seven times because 

he was working as a journalist. He has given lot of sacrifices to uncover the truth. He always 

highlighted the issues of Waziristan and FATA through his voice and pen. He also writes his 

regular reports on FATA in Dawn news. The few links are as follows; 

 http://x.dawn.com/2013/05/12/mismanagement-mars-polling-at-jalozai-camp/ 

 http://x.dawn.com/2013/04/18/foreigners-among-nine-killed-in-drone-attack/ 

 http://x.dawn.com/2013/03/19/taliban-suspend-talks-offer/ 

 http://x.dawn.com/2012/11/03/taliban-decide-to-deal-with-mqms-suppression/ 

 http://x.dawn.com/2012/09/27/govt-sponsored-rehabilitation-720-families-return-to-s-
waziristan-in-three-days/ 

http://x.dawn.com/2013/05/12/mismanagement-mars-polling-at-jalozai-camp/
http://x.dawn.com/2013/04/18/foreigners-among-nine-killed-in-drone-attack/
http://x.dawn.com/2013/03/19/taliban-suspend-talks-offer/
http://x.dawn.com/2012/11/03/taliban-decide-to-deal-with-mqms-suppression/
http://x.dawn.com/2012/09/27/govt-sponsored-rehabilitation-720-families-return-to-s-waziristan-in-three-days/
http://x.dawn.com/2012/09/27/govt-sponsored-rehabilitation-720-families-return-to-s-waziristan-in-three-days/
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 He is considered as an authentic source for the information related to FATA. He has also 

worked with BBC. The international media and think tanks also take his interviews to have a 

clear picture of FATA. The few of the links are as follows; 

 http://newsweekpakistan.com/hakimullah-the-hospitable/ 

 http://newamerica.net/publications/policy/the_battle_for_pakistan_south_waziristan 

 http://afpak.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2010/04/30/the_new_new_face_of_the_pakistani_taliba

n 

Safdar Dawar 

Safdar Dawar is a native of MiramShah, North Waziristan and the President of the Tribal 

Union of Journalists (TUJ).The Tribal Union of Journalists(TUJ) is a representative 

body of the Tribal journalists from all Tribal Agencies and FR‟s. Based in Peshawar, the 

TUJ represents 300 journalists operating out of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas 

(FATA) and boasts 13 press clubs in an area generally off-limits to the rest of the world–

including the average Pakistani. This union was created in 1987, when there was no real 

journalism to speak of in the tribal areas at this point. He is considered as a reliable 

source of information related to FATA and he has a lot of contributions in the journalism 

sector in the FATA. He is recently awarded a human rights award by a German 

organization in a ceremony held in Berlin. 

Main Contents of the Speech 

 Sailab Mehsud 

The topic has many facets and we will see the significance and impact of these on peace, one by 

one. Sailab Mehsud said that when media persons contact him to get some insight on a particular 

topic, then he has to restrain some information as; 

“such tou ye hy kay such bola ja nai sakta” 

Translation: The truth is that truth cannot be spoken 

He said that even on this forum, he would assert that sentence again that „the truth is that truth 

cannot be spoken‟. A lot of things should be known to the people and everyone should have an 

access to the truth but the information is so sensitive that they have to hold it back because 

holding it back is safe for everyone. 

Sailab Mehsud has met Hakimullah Mehsud many times and has observed his behavior and 

activities closely. According to Sailab Mehsud, Hakimullah Mehsud was no doubt a ruthless man 

http://newsweekpakistan.com/hakimullah-the-hospitable/
http://newamerica.net/publications/policy/the_battle_for_pakistan_south_waziristan
http://afpak.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2010/04/30/the_new_new_face_of_the_pakistani_taliban
http://afpak.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2010/04/30/the_new_new_face_of_the_pakistani_taliban
http://tribune.com.pk/story/459619/human-rights-accolade-tribal-union-of-journalists-receives-german-prize/
http://tuj.com.pk/
http://tuj.com.pk/
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but he was also an interesting character. We see that this particular drone strike, that happened on 

1
st
 November 2013, is given immense coverage, be it international media or national media. The 

cause of his publicity on national level was partly because of the negotiations that were going to 

take place between the government and the Taliban. On international level this drone strike was 

also discussed immensely because a week before his death the amnesty international report and 

UN report stated that the drones were killing more civilians than the militants. Therefore, the 

international prominence of this drone strike was to endorse the usefulness of the drones as it 

killed the man behind the mayhem. 

Consequences of Hakimullah’s Death 

In the post death scenario of Hakimullah, the government of Pakistan is likely to face a major 

setback and will have to face a lot of difficulties to deal with Taliban. The Toorashpa group 

(blacknight) spokesperson have contacted Sailab Mehsud himself and said that there is not even 

a single chance to talk to government for negotiations, after the death of their leader. The 

situation is totally unpredictable as we also see that the son of the great Haqqani leader Mullah 

Nassiruddin was also shot dead in Islamabad after the death of TTP leader.  

The spokesperson of TTP Shahidullah Shahid contacted various known and trustable journalist 

and told them that the Taliban will avenge his murder and now their target will be Federal 

Capital and Punjab. Now the Ammer-ship has transferred to Fazalullah so it can be deduced that 

violence will be transferred from tribally administered areas to settled areas i.e. Peshawar, Bannu 

Dir, Malakand etc. Moreover with the shift of the leadership from Mehsud to non-Mehsud, the 

security situation in FATA is likely to improve as compared to the past. 

Inter-Group Rivalry Exposed 

Hakimullah‟s death is the third major setback suffered by the TTP in a short span of six months 

from May-October 2013. This is due to the fact that in May 2013 Waliur Rehman Mehsud was 

killed in a drone attack, later, in September 2013 Latif Mehsud, who was made the deputy 

Ameer of the TTP was arrested by the American troops from the Logar province of Afghanistan 

on October 5, 2013 and on the 1
st
 of November this year the chief of TTP got killed in drone 

attack. 

Hakimullah had replaced Khan Said with Latif Mehsud in August following the rising 

differences with him over numerous issues, the most important being the matter of peace talks 

with the government and mishandling of the TTP coffers. While Khan Said alias Sajna had a 

leaning for peace talks with the government just like Waliur Rehman, Hakimullah was under the 

influence of those who believe in bloodshed instead of peace. 

The most eligible candidate for TTP Ameer-ship was Khan Said alias Sajna, being a Mehsud and 

also one of the founding members of TTP. He was given this name „Sajna‟ by Baitullah Mehsud 
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as he was really dear to him. He spent most of his life in Afghanistan. He was 18-19 years old 

when he dwelled into the talibanization and fought the jihad against Russia. 

When Fazalullah was chosen, the right hand of Sajna and the representative Taliban of South 

Waziristan, Tariq Kazi, cleared the misconception for any difference between the Taliban and 

TTP. The truth according to, Sailab Mehsud is that, 

„Arab k bahgair al quaid nai chal sakti aur Mehsud k bagair TTP nai chal sakti‟ 

Translation: Al-Quaida cannot thrive without Arabs and TTP cannot thrive without Mehsuds. 

APC Prospects in the Incumbent Taliban Leadership 

History tells us that all the previous peace agreements were broken, be it the agreement with 

Naik Muhammad Wazir or other. The peace agreements were eventually broken down, even if at 

some point the negotiations proved to be successful. Negotiations can only take place in a very 

idealistic situation, where Taliban totally surrender or the government of Pakistan compromises 

on its constitution. 

The negotiations will fail, and the only option left will be military operation. This is because the 

violence will spread in the settled areas as Fazalullah has a more knowledge and well established 

links in the settled areas. If such situation prevails, then Nawaz Sharif government would 

probably fail to carry out negotiations with the Taliban. The last option will be army intervention 

in the settled areas that will further worsen the security condition of Pakistan and Pakistan will 

face a new type of insurgency and security situation. 

Foreign Investment in the game 

The instability and chaos within Pakistan will fulfill the aims of the enemies of Pakistan (i.e. 

India, Israel etc). The foreign elements are playing this game in destabilizing Pakistan, for their 

benefits. The incident of Peshawar is an evidence of the involvement of foreignhand
14

that when 

the peace talks were going to take place,the attack on Peshawar church, Kissa Khwawai and bus 

took place and TTP didn‟t claim the responsibility
15

. The appointment of Fazalullah will 

bringchaos in a sense that it will favor mainly India and Afghanistan asthey want Pakistan to 

destabilize internally and not just the border area that is FATA. 

The most important hand to destabilize this country among other hidden foreign elements is US, 

 „Dajjal‟. 

Translation: The Anti-Christ 

                                                           
14
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If the situation is not given heed at this point of time, it can lead to further damage. He further 

illustrated his insight about the current situation of FATA and said, 

“the example of this area is like a shop where dealings are made on human blood and flesh 

and the key of this shop is in the hands of Islamabad, KP governor and KP CM and the blood 

and flesh is sold to America ” 

Drawback of Military Operation 

After a decade of Pakistan‟s involvement in war on terror and deploying army within the 

country, it is evident now that it was a wrong military policy. Most of the military of Pakistan is 

focusing on FATA rather than Kashmir which was an important issue from the time, it came into 

being. Kashmir issue, we see is not given the importance as it had in past because of the fact that 

we are trapped in more bigger problem of our own that is terrorism within our country. FATA is 

being given more heed than Kashmir issue. Even the number of shaheed civilians and army men 

are more in FATA than Kashmir. 

It is a known fact that Pakistani army is the most powerful element in Pakistan, which is 

important for its survival. It is, according to Sailab Mehsud, the plot of foreign/external elements 

that wanted Pakistani civilians to confront forces so they can spread hatred among the society for 

the army men. We see their objectives realized and materialized, as the prevalent scenario in 

FATA, is going against army. To make Pakistani army fragile is, to make Pakistan as a whole 

weak and that could only be done through military-civilian confrontation and by deploying army 

in FATA. This is a plot against Pakistan and its army. Not just the army is earning hatred for 

itself in tribal areas but also getting killed in fighting with militants. This is the biggest dilemma 

of Pk-Army in present times. So government needs to revise its military policy to save its army. 

Sailab Mehsud narrated a breathtaking scene that he observed in Waziristan, he said that there 

were two hills, where army and Taliban trenches were set and were facing each other. He said, 

„It can‟t be understood who to side with, when the firing starts as the slogan of Allah ho Akbar 

is heard from both the trenches when they fire on each other. This is a state of conundrum. A 

lot of people living in FATA complained him on the behavior and mistreatment by army with 

them. During the interrogation, they let the suspects crawl on ground like done to the 

commandos in their training. When the captain level army officer is moving with the protocol, 

his gunmen carry big sticks to terrorize the public. When the convoy is moving the public has 

to stop, its activities and park their vehicles on the road side. This creates a very negative 

psychological impact on the masses in FATA‟. 

There is no accountability for the security forces they can do anything they want to and they can 

misuse the powers that are given to them. No doubt the more incentives, money and good pay 
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would raise their morale to protect their country but on the other side this has negatively 

impacted the public of FATA at large. The concerned people of Pakistan like journalist Mehsud, 

feel depressed when they see army in such a situation. He said that he wanted betterment for 

Pakistan so he has always been criticizing army before and would do it in future also because 

public resentment for army is not good for Pakistan.  

Army is the asset of Pakistan and if it gets off its track it would be a worrisome condition for 

Pakistan. The Generals and the government officials are not aware of this but on surface level the 

resentment is found among the locals for the army men. And a policy is needed, to nip it in the 

bud. He further said that he was always surprised that this issue was so important and not given 

any heed by media or on any other level. If APC fails and military operation is carried out in the 

settled areas, then it will bring more chaos and more dismay among the people so it should not 

be done if we are sensible enough to learn something from the history. 

Fazalullah as a New Leader 

The new leader ship of TTP after the demise of Hakimullah, is Fazalullah. He is cruelest man 

indeed and it is a known fact as he has slaughtered hundreds of soldiers with his own hands, on 

the Green Chowk in Swat. During his reigns in Swat, Green Chowk became infamous because 

this spot served as a slaughterhouse of Fazalullah.  

During his rule in Swat the strategy adopted by Fazalullah included a narrative based on Salafi 

jihadist ideology, ideological persuasion, the spread of this ideology, social control and 

expansion of that control. He used an illegal FM radio that proved to be an effective tool to 

disseminate his message. He identified the US and the Pakistani state as the enemy. He used 

madressah for ideological persuasion at Imam Dherai. He also developed a strong local resource 

base by persuading natives working in the Middle East and the West to donate generously to the 

newly established madressah. He tactically established a loose militia, called the Shaheen Force, 

which was later merged with the TTP. He gradually isolated the community by banning 

television, the internet and girls‟ education. This was how he ran his rule in swat and his tactics 

should be deeply studied to understand his upcoming terrorism strategies in Pakistan. 

Now it is seen that there is a shift from Mehsud leadership to non Mehsud (from Swat) which is 

a settled area, for the first time. It can be deduced from these trends that the situation will worsen 

in settled areas more than in the tribal areas. „Peshawar, Swabi, Mardan and Dir might become 

the hub of militant activities in the coming days.‟
16

In the Ameer-ship of Baitullah and 

Hakimullah, the violent activates were seldom extended to the territories beyond the areas of 

FATA because they did not have well established links and knowledge of these areas. But 

                                                           
16
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Fazalullah have a knowhow of settled areas and his supporters residing in these areas will take 

part in spreading the violence. The military and the local men will be targeted the most. 

Encounter with Hakimullah 

He also narrated his encounter with Hakimullah in the South Waziristan town of Shaktoi in 2009. 

Hakimullah took Sailab on a tour of lands under Taliban control. When they finally sat down for 

lunch in a small mud-built house, they heard the noise of the U.S. drones gliding them overhead 

but Hakimullah was calm and continued eating his lunch. 

“Leave it to Allah.” 

Sailab Mehsud said that at that time he thought that, 

“Every breath he was taking would be his last, but Hakimullah was unfazed.” 

Tribal System Essential for the peace in FATA 

The culture has been greatly tarnished in the war on terror and corruption has spread on many 

levels in the society. The peace of this region is solely dependent on the revival of tribal culture. 

 Safdar Dawar 

Null Prospects of APC Success 

The negotiation started from the Waliur Rehman‟s time but when the process was going on he 

was targeted in the same way as Hakimullah has been targeted when the negotiations were about 

to take place. Initially the process of negotiations was slow because KP Government said that 

federal government should take an initiative. 

The talks were completely stopped and there were no improvements, as the sources told himthat 

they have some provisions and would only negotiate if Pakistani government will endorse them. 

Those provisions were unacceptable for Pakistan like compromise on the constitution etc. 

According to him, America had done this drone strike on Hakimullah because it had a lot of 

international pressure because the report of Amnesty International, UN and Jamima Khan 

documentary on drones reveled that drones are killing innocent people. Therefore US killed 

Hakimullah to tell the world that they are actually killing deadly terrorists. 

Khan Said was the most deserved candidate to be the Ameer of TTP but he was not made the 

Ameer because of his differences. He deserved to be the Ameer as he was only left from the 

team that started talibanization. The team consisted of Baitullah, Hakimullah, Walliur Rehman, 
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Latif Mehsud and him. Latif Mehsud got arrested in Afghanistan; therefore, he was only left 

from the crew. The decision was not backed by few Taliban‟s and it has exposed inter group 

rivalry. Fazalullah will operate as a head of TTP and will also take all the revenge of Swat.  

Confusion: a Prevalent Element in Pakistani society 

There is no direct policy and confusion is being spread on many levels. First there was a 

confusion that we should speak to Taliban or not and the death of Hakimullah also left Pakistan 

in a bewildered state so we see a debate going on, „who is martyr and who is not‟
17

, „Hakimullah 

was a villain or a hero‟
18

 and „Are Pakistani soldiers martyr when they are fighting on behalf of 

US.‟
19

 Pakistan needs a clear policy and a clear mind. He further said, 

“Pakistan is in a situation that its own snakes, it has once raised to harm others, have now 

turned against their raiser” 

Now in a new leadership of TTP the government has still not given any briefing and hasn‟t come 

up with their any security plan so far. With Fazalullah ruthless leadership, Pakistan will surely 

face more difficulties. He was targeted in Swat operation, which he certainly has not forgotten. 

Tribal System Essential for Peace in the Region 

The Maliks have been corrupted and good &wealthy families have left the place for their 

security. The tribal system was dangerous for the foreign elements to play their dirty game. The 

compactness and bonding of this culture is the most beautiful thing. Therefore the external and 

internal elements that were working against Pakistan knew that FATA is the key to Pakistans‟ 

security system and corrupting this culture would directly affect Pakistan. So they worked 

against it to break its foundation and pollute it as much as they can. Pakistani on the other hand 

showed their lethargic attitude and let these foreign elements to corrupt their culture. 

Recommendations 

 As it is feared that in the leadership of Fazalullah, the terror incidents will increase in the 

settled areas therefore the intelligence agencies should work actively to curb this evil. His 

leadership „character and approach must be examined in the context of his rule over Swat 

Valley from 2007 to 2009. Keeping in view the roots of Fazlullah‟s movement in Swat, 

one is in a better position to assess the strategy that could be adopted by the TTP in the 

days and months ahead.‟
20
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 The government has to establish a coordinated intelligence network to block the 

militants‟ supply lines. For this, the KP and central governments must be on the same 

page. The military establishment and governments too must have an understanding on the 

details of the counterterrorism strategy. 

 It is also important for the federal government to make serious efforts to end its 

economic, political and strategic isolation with regard to neighboring states so that 

strategic space for the militant network is squeezed. 

 Deal with the military policy before it‟s too late as the locals are really disgusted by 

troops, as when army cause inconvenience during interrogation. Therefore, there is a 

need to devise a better military policy to avoid the army-civilian confrontation i.e. pull 

out of army from tribal areas. 

 Media should filter the information it disseminates, so to stop the chaos to further spread 

in country. The difference of opinion and information will bring more confusion to the 

masses and this confusion can harm Pakistan in a number of ways. It should teach 

tolerance to the people. More over during his rule in Swat, Fazalullah gradually isolated 

the community by banning television, the internet and girls‟ education and used his 

illegal radio services to spread his message. Government, establishment, and intelligence 

should work on this to cut Fazalullah activities so that people should not be attracted to 

the wrong discourse on jihad and Islam by him. 

 Negotiations are important and for that government has to come up with a well 

established frame work rather being in a confused state. 

 The revival of old tribal system can bring peace that has been totally damaged by the war 

on terror, talibanization and military operations. 

 APC framework to negotiate with Taliban should be made in the presence of tribal elders 

and political leadership from FATA. This area is peculiar in its nature only the tribal 

people can grasp how it works and how it can be restructured. 

 Peace can come only through the natives; make locals powerful so that their mind is clear 

of any confusion so they on their own can negotiate with Taliban under the state 

legitimacy. This place can become peaceful only when the composition of negotiating 

Jarga (local) is totally in accordance to the tribal culture in which renowned elders can 

participate and take a legitimate decision. There should be a plan B for them so that if this 

does not prove to be a success then the tribal laskers would force fully re-integrate or 

expel or totally eliminate the Taliban. This is not any idealistic solution to the problem 

but history has proven this in FATA. 
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Conclusion 

The contemporary period in FATA and the rest of the Pakistan is quite turbulent and 

unpredictable as the non Mehsud leadership of TTP can prove to be more destructive for 

Pakistan‟s peace and security as it is believed that Fazalullah the new leader of TTP will spread 

violence in the settled areas more than ever. He has also ruled Swat so he is an experienced 

operator of effective „Jihad‟ (a wrong name they have given to dashet-gardi). 

To deal with this situation army and security agencies should be made strong and alert so that  

this evil could be curbed. Pakistan is going through its worst scenario and these forces should 

stay vigilant to safeguard this country and its people from these terrorists. These experts are of 

the opinion that Pakistan has ability to fight with any unwanted force; all it needs is motivation 

to do something for this country. 

On the other hand the negotiations will be successful only if the idealistic conditions prevail, 

which is not possible. Therefore, this government and the powerful forces should have a „plan-B‟ 

made ready to deal the terrorists. 

There are basically two aspects of Hakimullah‟s death one is a shift of violence from tribal 

administered areas of Pakistan to the settled areas like Peshawar, Buner, Malakand, Charsadda 

etc. On the other hand it is seen that TTP as a group is weakening because there exist differences 

in their leadership. Moreover, the most eligible candidate for new leadership was Khan Said as 

he was also one of the members in the founding team of TTP. So it is expected that TTP as a 

group would fade away with the passage of time. 

„Arab k bahgair al quaid nai chal sakti aur Mehsud k bagair TTP nai chal sakti‟ 

Translation: Al-Quaida cannot thrive without Arabs and TTP cannot thrive without Mehsuds. 

 

THE END 
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